CTE Leadership Committee – Regional Meeting Workgroup
Call – September 22, 2017

Present:
Lorraine Slattery-Farrell
Cheryl Aschenbach
Arina A
Marie Boyd
Roq
Marne Foster
Curtis

Introductions
October 21-22 regional meetings
- North- College of Alameda
- South – Chaffey College InTech Center (Cherry Avenue, Fontana)
- Scheduled 9am-3pm including lunch & morning registration, so 4 hours of rich content and dialog
- These events emerged from CTE Institute when CTE Liaisons came together as a group and asked for opportunities to meet more often and with senate presidents & CTE administrators in order to get everyone to hear same messages at same time re: liaison role and incorporating faculty into CTE processes (SWF, Perkins, etc) on campus

Task: determine structure/schedule
- Neither site has breakout rooms, so one large space to plan for
- Topic Ideas:
  - Online review process that regional consortia are trying out – update/demo
    Roq or Tessa Miley (NFn Chair) or Carrie in North, Julie P in South
    Roq will check with Tessa re: availability
  - Understand SWF funding – local vs regional
    - Matt Roberts (CCCCO) – new forms, flexibility in forms, allocation nuts & bolts (local and regional shares, incentivized funding)
    - Challenge – each region has a different process for allocating funds
    - Probably room in Alameda to split into regions and do regional overview
    - Colleges report where they are with local shares – good models?
      - Marie will check with Chaffey person
      - Lorraine will reach out to northern committee members
  - Metrics: 17% and use of stackable and low-unit credentials, especially framed for incentivized SWF funding and pathways efforts (Lorraine)
    - Roq has data re: certificate completers vs program exiters
  - CTE C-ID Overview/Update (Arina)
    - Currently reframing C-ID process for CTE
    - C-ID Model Curriculum workgroup working with industry and external accreditors to identify competencies and then map them to courses
Empowering CTE Liaisons – training on how to best connect and represent institutions

Hot topics?
- 2-year program review requirements for CTE + viability studies
- Guided pathways

Opportunities for networking and dialog

Attending
- South: Marne, Marie, Curtis, Arina, Lorraine, Cheryl, Roq (maybe, but recommend southern RC chairs instead/in addition)
- North: Arina, Lorraine, Cheryl, Roq

Next Steps
- Lorraine will prepare a flyer to distribute to CTE folks w/ topics/content
- She’ll reach out to all of us to develop content